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Have a go at trying to identify the following elements and then check your 

answers. 
 

1. A planet.  Made the hatters go mad, ask Alice! Hg …………………………… 

2. Two metallic elements that are not silver or grey. Pipes and jewellery…………… 

3. Found in the kitchen but spelt differently. Dirty dishes here I think! Zn ……………… 

4. Could be a valley in California. or a very hard chip, Si…………………………………………… 

5. Means the smelly one.  It's a liquid non-metal. Br…………………………………………………… 

6. Yellow non-metal. In stink bombs. Symbol S.……………………………………… 

7. American 5 cent coin. Ni ……………………………………… 

8. Very rude element. Also a poison that killed Napoleon. As……………………………………… 

9. Sheep make this noise.? Ba…………………………….................... 

10. Green poison. It's what most people incorrectly think is the smell at the baths. Cl 

11. Must be clever at Physics? Albert E   …………………………………….. 
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12. A light, tough metal?  The black-bird was made of this. Ti ……………………………………. 

13. Does not like coins or banknotes? Sb ……………………………………… 

14. Is it to do with the kidneys also a catalyst? Rh …………………………………….. 

15. Needs oil. Can’t move.  Cs………………………………………. 

16. Almost a stupid person. Its also a university in USA ……………………………………… 

17. Money  € ………………………………….. 

18. Helios god of the Sun, discovered in the Sun 

19. Could be named after France? ……………………………………. 

20. Could be named after Germany? Ge ……………………………………. 

21. Superman element, very noble! Kr………………………………………… 
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Answers 
 

1. Element named after a planet. …………Mercury………… 

2. Two metallic elements that are not silver or grey. ………Copper, Gold………… 

3. Found in the kitchen but spelt differently.  …………Zinc …………… 

4. Could be a valley in California. …………Silicon …………… 

5. Means the smelly one.  It's a liquid non-metal. Br ……………Bromine ………………… 

6. Yellow non-metal. ………Sulphur ………… 

7. American 5cent. …………Nickel ………… 

8. Very rude element. ………Arsenic ………… 

9. Sheep make this noise!  …………Barium ............. 

10. Green poison. ………Chlorine ……….. 

11. Must be clever at Physics?    ………Einsteinium………… 

12. A black bird? ………Titanium…………. 

13. Does not like coins or banknotes? …………Antimony………… 

14. Is it to do with the kidneys also a catalyst? ………Rhenium ………….. 

15. Needs oil. Can’t move. …………Caesium ………. 

16. Almost a stupid person. ………Berkelium………… 
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17. Money € ……Europium …………… 

18. Helios god of the Sun, discovered in the Sun,   He ………..Helium 

19. Could be named after France? ……Francium ………. 

20. Could be named after Germany? ………Germanium ………. 

21. Superman element, noble gas ………Krypton …………… 


